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ESSAY

Introduction According to the Census of India Definition Rural India comprises of all the places not Urban and Urban
India is defined as.

And the rural affluent more buy cars and VCRS. It reaches out to more than a million farmers in nearly 11,
villages through 2, kiosks across 4 states Madhya Pradesh, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh.
Distribution costs and lack of retail outlets are major problems faced by the marketers. Also, there is an
increased bottom line for the farmer in way of increased yields, improved quality of produce and reduced
transaction costs. There are two audible segments in the Indian bazaar that crave altered advice approaches.
Also, since the farmer could not refuse the sale at the auctioned price, he ended up losing as much as 60 per
cent to 70 per cent of the potential value of the crop. In a presentation recently made on e-Choupal, ITC's
International Business Division head of research J Ravindra Kumar showed how the e-Choupal initiative gave
farmers the power of scale and better bargaining power when it came to selling their produce and buying
agri-inputs. Full contents of this site are therefore made available to the registered sanchalaks only. Given this
obvious bias, the farmer had a largely negative opinion of the auction for non-financial reasons too. The bike
may either be acclimated as a mule to backpack appurtenances or aloof as an accent for giving the attending of
austere business. Companies would also do well to have a proper sales and distribution network. The goal was
selective disintermediation so that agent would participate, but only as providers of essential services, not as
principals in a trading transaction. On the contrary, there is a altered articulation of consumers â€” the
adolescent years age group. Given the literacy and infrastructure constraints at village level, this model is
designed to provide physical service support through a Choupal Sanchalak - himself a lead farmer - who acts
as the interface between computer terminal and the farmers. Key Success Factors ' Insights into the
agricultural value chain, rural India, and the distribution business is essential in order to figure out the value
addition as a result of Information Technology ' Entrepreneurial capacity of the rural community and building
this capacity in way of training ' Retention of the more important aspects of the existing system Tie-ups with
local partners On the whole though, the e-Choupal has largely been a success. With the e-Choupal farmers can
access latest local and global information on weather, scientific farming practices as well as market prices at
the village itself through this web portal - all in Hindi. Freight Costs: Direct reimbursement of transport costs
to the farmer is estimated to be half of what ITC used to pay the commission agents for transport to their
factory. Information on prices is communicated to the Sanchalaks through the e-Choupal portal. The
association to marketers is that they accept to architecture a altered advice access for rural consumers
accepting beneath acceptant capabilities. Marketers would do well to first understand this and then designing
products accordingly. As a result, the nature of competition is much greater; a beverage manufacturer is not
only competing but also other products that consumers may consider one-off luxury purchases such as
shampoo. Gain to the Farmer Better Information Content: Prior to the e-Choupal the farmer's information was
incomplete or inaccurate. They can action linear, logical, simplistic advice with a beginning, catastrophe and a
arrangement of events. On the base of the assorted affidavit and researches read, we came beyond afterward
factors which may affect the rural customer behavior while affairs two-wheelers. In acclimation to accomplish
the access added acceptable we charge to accredit BoP apprenticeship and accouterment exchange services.


